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Inside Students stay up for good
Bryant holds annual St. Jude’s Up ‘Til Dawn Fundraising Event
this
edition
By Samantha Romero
Contributing Writer
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Between school and play,
college has made sleeping a last
priority. Whether it be staying
up late to study for an exam or
partying just a little too hard
once that exam is over, sleeping
never seems to be at the top of
the to-do-list. Well why not
devote another sleepless night
to something that can make a
difference in someone else’s’ life.
St. Jude’s Children’s Research
Hospital’s Up ‘til Dawn is a
nationwide student-led program
that raises money for children
with life-threatening illnesses.
Colleges nationwide have
adopted this program and have
helped St. Jude on its journey
to finding cures and saving the
lives of children battling cancer
and other deadly diseases. The
event is coordinated as followed:
students build teams of six
people and are each required
to raise at least $100 in order to
participate. The next step is easy,
have fun! Students participate
in all night games and contests,
earning prizes and raising money
as the night goes on. There is
food and drinks provided all
night to keep the party alive
and going. Last year, Bryant
University alone raised over
$26,000 for St. Jude, breaking
their intended goal of $20,000.
This year, Bryant hosted Up ‘til

Up ‘Til Dawn E-board. (Kelsey Pannier)
Dawn on Friday, November 7th,
the event lasted from 12 a.m. to
6 a.m. and raised over $30,000,
$2,000 more than last year! This
year however, expectations were
set high with a goal of raising at
least $35,000. Although this goal
hasn’t been reached, anything
helps and there is always time to
donate and make a difference!
Because of all the donations
made during these events,
families never receive a bill
from St. Jude for the treatment,
travel, housing, and food they
provide to their children. Every
month St. Jude posts a Patient
of the Month on their main

website. November 2014th
Patient of the Month is Allana.
Allana began her life normally,
growing rapidly during her early
years, but once she turned 2, her
body began to do the complete
opposite. Her development had
regressed causing her mobility
to slow and all information
that she had once learned, had
been forgotten. The cause of the
problem wasn’t too hard to find,
Allana had developed a brain
tumor that was a fourth of the
size of her brain. Surgeons at
Allana’s local hospital were able
to remove the entire tumor but
were not able to assure her, her

life. Allana was given only a 10
percent chance of living longer
than six months after surgery.
Allana’s mom, Brittany, quickly
devoted herself to finding Allana
a place where she could receive
treatment for her cancer in hopes
of saving her daughter’s life.
That’s when Brittany discovered
St. Jude. St. Jude is known to
have the world’s highest survival
rates for the most aggressive
childhood cancers. After arriving
at St. Jude, Allana was treated
with intravenous chemotherapy
followed by oral chemotherapy
that could be done at home.
Today, Allana is now 3 years
old and is officially cancer free.
She visits St. Jude regularly for
checkups and is greeted with
kindness and compassion every
time she walks through the door.
Due to the large support St. Jude
gets from college communities
and society in general, Allana’s
treatment didn’t cost her
mom a penny, which could
have otherwise influenced her
ability to receive the necessary
treatments. Although today
the Up ‘til Dawn event may be
over, Bryant’s Up ‘til Dawn page
is still on the St. Jude website
and donations are still being
accepted. Any little bit helps and
for the kids of St. Jude, it could
mean another day to live. Join
the fight, raise money, and stay
up for good!

Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
gives to Robbie Page Memorial
By Justin Palazzo
Contributing Writer
“I want to have all my birthdays right now
so I can grow up and help people”….these
words exemplify the selfless personality of
a young five year old, Robbie Page. Robbie
said these words prior to his passing in 1951
from polio, which at the time was a disease
without a means of prevention. His mother,
who was the national president of the Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority, began a memorial in
his honor to raise money for polio research.
Since his death, a vaccine for polio has been
developed and now the philanthropy aims
towards Robbie’s wish to help children in a
different manner…by providing “therapeutic
play” which is an innovative form of therapy
that has been created to help children with
illnesses cope with their hardship and be able
to enjoy their lives.
Each and every one of us at Bryant has
a cause that we are passionate about and a
wish to invoke change through such efforts
as Relay for Life or St Jude’s Up ‘Til Dawn.
The Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority on both
the campus and national level are, together,
passionate about the Robbie Page Memorial.
This week-long philanthropy event, which

was held on Bryant’s campus from Monday,
November 3rd to Friday, November 7th was
one filled with positive, competitive energy
with teams of 5-6 taking part in challenges
ranging from pumpkin decorating to
mummy wrapping their teammates. This
event from the outside appeared to be light
hearted in nature, full of laughs and smiles,
but its purpose means so much more to the
sisters of this sorority.
When I asked Deanna Ristaino, who is
the sorority’s Robbie Page Memorial Chair,
what does this week mean to her, she said
“for me, Robbie Page means the opportunity
to make a child smile.” That opportunity
she described is one that unites the sisters
of Sigma Sigma Sigma for not only this one
week, but for the entire year. They take part
in fundraisers during different points in the
year to raise money for the cause, but the
majority of their fundraising efforts come
from this one week, where teams of students
outside of the sorority compete against one
another in the humorous challenges.
This year, I decided to take part in the
week long memorial with some of my
brothers in the Sigma Chi fraternity; so I was
able to get a first hand look into the event.
The events were the perfect way to break

up the day and brought some competitive
vibes for each of the participants…all in
good fun, of course. Teams were pushing to
decorating the best pumpkins, be the best
can jammers…and be the biggest creepers in
a day long challenge where the participants
had to seek out as many of the sorority girls
as possible and take a picture with them.
Every day, teams had buckets out in the
middle of the rotunda where teams or other
students on campus could donate spare funds
towards the Robbie Page Memorial.
On a personal note: There are
philanthropies fighting for incredible causes
everywhere on this campus. I challenge YOU,
Bryant’s student body to find a way to get
involved and make a difference. You don’t
have to do it all, but find a cause that you
care about, or a family member or friend of
yours cares about and do your part. Beautiful
things are created when communities such as
the one we have here at Bryant come together
towards a cause. At the end of this week,
I hope that a child somewhere is smiling
because of the efforts that came from the
2014 Bryant Sigma Sigma Sigma Robbie Page
Memorial Week.
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Bursting the ‘Bryant
Bubble’
Nicki Minaj

Pop artist gives formal apology for
music video “Only” which display Nazi
imgery. She further went on to assert
that she “would never condone Nazism”
in her art.

Jeb Bush to Run?

Contact Us
If you need to contact The Archway of any staff member,
please feel free to use the contact information listed below.
The Archway
Bryant University, Box 7
1150 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917
Location: Fisher Center room 1

Phone: (401) 232-6028
(401) 232-6488
Fax: (401) 232-6710
E-mail: archway@bryant.edu
www.bryantarchway.com

The Archway is printed by
Graphic Developments, Inc.
Guidelines for Comment…
Only articles and letters including authors’ names and phone number will be
considered for publication. (Phone numbers will not be printed. They are for verification
purposes only.) On rare occasions, names will be withheld upon request if the editors
deem there is a compelling reason to do so. No letter will be printed if the author’s
identity is unknown to the editors.
Letters to the Editor that are between 400 and 600 words will have the best chance
of being published. Also, except in extraordinary circumstances, we will not print
submissions exceeding 600 words. All submissions are printed at the discretion of the
E-board. The Archway staff reserves the right to edit for length, accuracy, clarity, and
libelous material.
Letters and submissions must be submitted electronically from a Bryant email address.
Bryant University community members can email submissions to: archway@bryant.edu.
Letters and articles can also be given to The Archway on disk. They can be left in The
Archway drop box on the third floor of the Bryant Center or disks can be mailed through
campus mail to box 7.
The deadline for all submissions is by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publication (for
a complete production schedule, contact The Archway office). Late submissions will be
accepted at the discretion of The Archway staff and will more than likely will be held until
the next issue.
Members of the Bryant community are welcome to take one copy of each edition of
The Archway for free. If you are interested in purchasing multiple copies for a price of 50
cents each, please contact The Archway office. Please note that newspaper theft is a crime.
Those who violate the single copy rule may be subject to disciplinary action.
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Led Zeppelin
Robert Plant, Led Zeppelin lead singer,
turns down $800 million offer to
perform a Zeppelin reunion much to the
displeasure of fans.

George H.W. Bush said, “He ought to run for
president. He would make a great president.”
in regards to Jeb Bush, although he agrees that
this decision should be made without family
pressure.

Eminem Makes a New Enemy
Quote from Eminem’s new song SHADYXV “Bitch I’ll punch Lana
Del Rey right in the face twice, like Ray Rice in broad daylight in
the plain sight of the elevator surveillance / ‘Til her head is banging
on the railing, then celebrate with the Ravens,”... enough said.
By Molly Funk
News Editor

**Our halloween photos in last week’s issue were taken by Catherine Johnson**

Have an event coming up?
***Free ads for clubs/orgs***

Listen to WJMF
The Beat of
Bryant at
www.wjmfradio.com

Department of Public Safety Log
VANDALISM (SCHOOL BUILDING)
Nov 02, 2014-Sunday at 10:30
Location:
RESIDENCE HALL
Summary:
Repot of a broken window
VANDALISM
Nov 02, 2014-Sunday at 22:16
Location:
RESIDENCE HALL
Summary:
DPS received a report of a hand rail hanging off in RH 1
stairwell.
EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES RENDERED
Nov 02, 2014-Sunday at 22:59
Location:
RESIDENCE HALL
Summary:
An RA called requesting an EMT for a student with a
concussion. EMS was activated. Patient was transported
to Rhode Island Hospital by Smithfield Rescue.

Location:
ALL CAMPUS AREAS
Summary:
A traffic stop sign with pole, and a handicap sign with
pole were found in the woods.
DRUG (POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA)
Nov 05, 2014-Wednesday at 02:30
Location:
RESIDENCE HALL
Summary:
A student was found with a pipe, items were destroyed.
EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES RENDERED
Nov 06, 2014-Thursday at 22:25
Location:
CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER
Summary:
DPS received a report from Athletics stating someone
had dislocated his shoulder. EMS was activated. Patient
was transported to Fatima Hospital by Smithfield
Rescue.

THEFT (STOLEN PROPERTY)
Nov 04, 2014-Tuesday at 14:55
Location:
CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER
Summary:
A student reports her wristlet stolen from a cubby in the
Wellness Centre.

FIRE (BUILDING)
Nov 08, 2014-Saturday at 05:43
Location:
RESIDENCE HALL
Summary:
Fire alarm activated by a trash can fire caused from
smoking. Smithfield Fire responded and the fire was
extinguished.

VANDALISM
Nov 04, 2014-Tuesday at 18:44

VANDALISM (SCHOOL BUILDING)
Nov 08, 2014-Saturday at 06:35

Location:
RESIDENCE HALL
Summary:
While on a fire alarm call Officer Touchette and SFD
noticed that on each floor the handles were missing for
the water valves in the stairwell.
VANDALISM (VANDALISM TO AUTO(S)
Nov 08, 2014-Saturday at 16:10
Location:
ECS
Summary:
A student reported vandalism to a vehicle.
EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES RENDERED
Nov 09, 2014-Sunday at 00:35
Location:
TOWNHOUSE
Summary:
DPS/EMT evaluation of an intoxicated person by A
block. Patient was transported by Smithfield Rescue to
Fatima Hospital.
EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES RENDERED
Nov 09, 2014-Sunday at 02:26
Location:
TH CIRCLE LOT
Summary:
DPS/EMT found an intoxicated male by M Block.
Smithfield Rescue transported patient to Fatima
Hospital.
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NISC Day at Bryant and the hidden
service presentations in FSC
By Gabrielle Rinaldi
Contributing Writer
Thirteen schools will be attending this year’s Northeast Intercollegiate Sales
Competition held at Bryant University on Friday, November 14th. Schools attending
include: Assumption College, Bentley University, University of Connecticut,
Fitchburg State, Providence College, Salve Regina University, University of New
Hampshire, Quinnipiac University, Plymouth State, Springfield College, University
of Dayton, Southern New Hampshire University, and, of course, Bryant University.
Overall, 96 students will be competing in the Sales Competition. While early rounds
will be held in the Bello Grand Hall and the Amica presentation room, primarily
everything will be held in the Fisher Student Center.
Additionally, anyone registered for the conference that day with a comedian who
is teaching sales students about “improv” to help quick thinking and presenting, is
also eligible to compete in the ongoing e-pitch and social media competitions. Prizes
are available for teams that make it to the quarterfinals and final four of the sales
competition; quarterfinalists will receive plaques, and final four contenders will earn
cash prizes.

Stop by the Fisher Student Center to observe sales students in action and interact
with the judges for the day. The competition provides a place to meet potential future
employers, campus recruiters, and Bryant Alumni and faculty. For instance, Tim
Bertrand, the senior vice president of worldwide sales for Acquia, is also a Bryant
Alumnus and judge for the NISC Sales Competition.
Along with these events, Dr. Stefanie Boyer and Dr. Sharmin Attaran have
brought in eighteen teams of Marketing 200 students to learn the ropes of sales
during the NISC competition day. These students were given the task to create a
service that would help college students begin their job search earlier in their college
career. Dr. Boyer explained that the goal of this project is to help these students apply
the skills and concepts they learned in the classroom, and hopefully turn the idea
of marketing into an action. She believes that this project will help students retain
the information learned throughout the semester. Students will be presenting their
services in a rotating formation in the Fisher Student Center from 11AM to 2PM.
One example of these newly formulated services from Dr. Boyer’s class is a
service called “Future Finder.” The group who devised it created an online database
for students to take surveys and see which majors and minors match up with their
interests. From there, they can be directed to faculty in that department as well
as current internships offered within that specific majors’ category. This service
provides students with the “Four Steps to Jumpstart Your Search for an Internship.”
Visit their website at futurefinder.us to learn more about the future you are looking
to have!
*If students bring this article to the “Future Finder” table between 11AM -12PM
they will be entered into a raffle for a Dunkin Donuts gift card! This goes for students
that bring us one of our many flyers posted around campus as well! Look for Avery
Hill, Gabby Rinaldi, Andrew Simons, Ian Borzain, or James Thomas Coristine.

Get the facts on Ebola
By June Candland
Staff Writer
There have been many news stories, articles, and talk
about the present Ebola outbreak in West Africa. Most
of the commentary has focused on the ways in which the
virus is transferable and the measures behind prevention.
Very few have mentioned the science behind an outbreak
like Ebola or how disruptive a disease like this can be
to a nation, including severe interruption of economic
activity. Furthermore, all sectors of society are impacted,
including food production and distribution, education
of children, workplace safety, and access to treatment of
other serious diseases like malaria, just to name a few.
Ebola is an often fatal disease that is thought to be
transmitted from animals to people and then spread to
others by direct contact with an infected person. Ebola
has been around much longer than most of us realize,
with the first case being recorded in 1976. However, the
outbreak that began in March of 2014 is the largest and
deadliest thus far. Knowing that the disease has been
around for almost 40 years has enabled medical scientists
to collect large amounts of data over the years. This data
has a reoccurring theme showing that it is very possible
that this recent outbreak could have been blocked before
it became such an issue.
With the help of developed countries, the Ebola

epidemic could have been halted sooner. Moderate
investments throughout the years could have been
the answer to the now problematic question of how to
stop Ebola. “Stopping outbreaks where they occur is
the most effective and least expensive way to protect
people’s health”, said Dr. Beth Bell, director of CDC’s
National Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious
Diseases. The prior investments could have enhanced
the advancement of public health infrastructure within
West Africa, could have provided early detection, and
possibly the problem could have been contained sooner.
Investments in public health infrastructure, resulting in
additional hospitals and treatment centers, could have
helped to slow the outbreak of Ebola infections, and
fewer people would have fallen victim to this often deadly
disease. Monies spent in prevention and development of
a more resilient health care system in West Africa might
have been much less than what the developed nations are
now faced with paying, if we want to take bold action in
stopping the spread of the disease.
Governments are not the only ones that need to invest
in public health infrastructure as a whole. Businesses are
at fault as well and are also suffering the consequences.
Aecom Technology Corporation had to remove 10,000
employees from Liberia, which led to a standstill in their
new rail infrastructure and public housing project. Other
companies, such as Walt Disney World Resorts, need
to start planning accordingly to address global public

health challenges. Gary Lawrence, whose sustainability
credentials are impressive, believes that collaboration is
the only solution for outbreaks and prevention.
While this is epidemic is tragic it allows for the
opportunity of changing our thinking that problems
only matter once they reach the point of no going back.
Ebola and other diseases throughout history show this
overwhelming pattern of government intervention
after the fact. This is quite similar to sustainability
efforts, often delayed until after a disaster has already
unfolded, rather than building resiliency and flexibility
in the overall infrastructure. In fact, many observers
have pointed to extreme drought as a causative factor
of malnutrition, food insecurity, and environmental
imbalance. These concurring factors can lead to unrest
and altered behavior patterns, such as turning to bush
meat from wild animals. Let us hope that we have all
learned an important lesson during this outbreak,
and that the developed world will continue to support
efforts in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea to bring the
Ebola outbreak under control, and to return to more
normalized routines. This time the governments and
public may have waited too long, and now must face the
consequences of our delays, but without question we
must now adapt and mitigate.

Follow us on twitter! @thearchway
www.bryantarchway.com
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Tupper’s Tidbits

News

Tupper’s Top Five Bryant
Football Facts – By The
Numbers
Iron Clad Tupper I

Let’s go, Bulldogs! Right through the uprights for the extra point, Alberti!
Bryant’s been around a long time
– 151 years, to be exact. I’ve only been
around four and a half of those years,
but I know a lot about Bryant. I’m a bit
of a history buff…BOL, just kidding. My
mom writes a lot about Bryant; so she
tells me all this stuff. Sometimes I listen.
Okay, it’s rare, but I guess I absorb it
through osmosis or something.
I might know a few things about
Bryant that you don’t. Knowledge is
power, folks. So I’m going to tell you a bit
about Bryant’s football team. I present to
you, “Tupper’s Top Five Bryant Football
Facts – By the Numbers.”
5. 1999! That’s the first year Bryant
had a football team. No, seriously. That
means that even freshmen are older than
Bryant’s football team! Mom graduated
from Bryant before we had a team. She’s
very elderly, but she’s feisty; so don’t try
to steal me while we’re at the games. She
works out by carrying me up and down
the stairs.
4. TWO! That is the number of head
football coaches the Bryant Bulldogs
have had. Isn’t that crazy when you think
about it? Alabama has had 27. Of course,
their team started playing in 1892. I think
that’s the year my mom was born. BOL.
Ba-dum-bump!
3. EIGHT! That’s how many wins
Bryant Bulldogs have had this season.
It’s also the number of wins the Bulldogs
had in 2006 and 2007, before we became
a Division I athletic school. Those eight
wins in each of those years snared us the

conference champion title. All right, we
were TIED for champion, but it’s still
pretty pawsome. Mom says champions
get to dump Gatorade over their coach’s
head…who doesn’t want to see that? Go,
Bulldogs!
2. THREE! That’s the number
of hot dogs mom will share with me
at the football games. I think this
is totally unfair. I mean, there’s like
TRUCKLOADS of hot dogs at the game.
She says a lot of stuff in response to my
asking for more. Sounds a lot like Charlie
Brown’s teacher: Too rich, too processed,
pancreatitis, blah, blah, blah.
And the number one Bryant football
fact by the numbers is:
1. ZERO! That is the number of home
football games I’ve missed since I became
mascot in May 2010. We don’t always
stay for the whole game – that depends
on the weather and whether or mom
feels like I’m in distress. But I’ve been at
every home football game. The next one
is Saturday, November 22. It’s also the
last one of the season. Senior Day. Plan
now; kick-off is at noon – I want to see
everyone there.
So there you have it. Tupper’s Top
Five Bryant Football Facts – By the
Numbers. Don’t forget – I’m on Facebook
(/bulldogtupper), Twitter (http://twitter.
com/bryanttuppy), Instagram (http://
instagram.com/mascot_tupper), and
Vine (http://vine.co/bryanttuppy). Get
at me! I’ll see you soon. ’Til next time…
WOOF!

Want to get involved in The
Archway?
Come to Bryant Center room 2A on
Mondays at 4:30pm!
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Ebola hitting closer
to home
By Stephanie Johnston
Staff Writer

As the Ebola outbreak continues in West Africa, the United States Ebola case
numbers have increased to 4, with one death.
The first to be diagnosed in the United States was Thomas Eric Duncan on
September 30th; he later died on October 8th. Controversy swarms around his case
because when Duncan first went to the hospital in Dallas upon feeling symptoms,
he was sent home. It was not until a few days later that Duncan was readmitted and
it was confirmed by a laboratory that he had contracted Ebola while in Liberia.
On October 10th it was confirmed that Nurse Nina Pham contracted Ebola
while treating Duncan at the Texas Presbyterian hospital. She first received
treatment in the Dallas hospital, and then was moved to continue treatment at a
National Institute of Health facility in Maryland. She was released and cleared
from the disease on October 24th.
Five days after Nina Pham was diagnosed, a second nurse who also came in
contact with Duncan tested positive for Ebola on October 15th. This nurse, Amber
Vinson, took a flight from Dallas to Cleveland on October 10thbefore realizing she
had Ebola. (Everyone that Vinson possibly came in contact with during the journey
has since been contacted and questioned). After receiving some care from the Texas
Presbyterian Hospital, Vinson was transferred to Emory Hospital in Georgia. On
October 28th, she was discharged from Emory.
The most recent case of Ebola in the United States has been Dr. Craig Spencer
of New York. When this was written he was still being treated in isolation at the
Bellevue Hospital and as of Saturday, November 1st, his condition was updated
to stable. Spencer recently returned from working in Guinea for Doctors without
Borders.
Official CDC numbers, last updated October 31 reveal that there have been
13,540 cases of Ebola in the outbreak area (7,702 laboratory-confirmed) with 4,941
deaths due to Ebola in West Africa.
Quarantine Battles
Ebola media coverage hasn’t stopped with these four patients, though. Nurse
Kaci Hickox made headlines with her opposition to the state-imposed quarantine
that greeted her in the U.S. when she returned home from Sierra Leone after
working with Ebola patients. A resident of Fort Kent, Maine, Hickox spent her first
weekend in the United States isolated at the Newark Airport in New Jersey—where
the Governor has placed strict quarantine procedures.
In an interview on NBC New’s Meet the Press, Hickox commented that
“When Governor Christie stated that it was an abundance of caution, which is his
reasoning for putting heath care workers in a sort of quarantine for three weeks, it
was really an abundance of politics.”
Hickox, who was also placed in quarantine in her home state of Maine, took
her local Maine quarantine mandate to court and won her case. Instead of being
forced to remain within her home for 21 days, District Court Chief Judge Charles
LaVerdiere “ordered Hickox only to submit to monitoring, coordinate travel with
public health officials, and notify health authorities should symptoms appear.”
Hickox has accepted these terms, which allows her to go outside and carry out
many typical activities, but she is still avoiding crowds and areas with heavy
population.
Despite this recent win for Hickox, a new NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll
shows that 71% of those surveyed actually support a mandatory 21 day quarantine.
Many top health and political officials do side with Hickox though, saying that this
quarantine is unnecessary and possibly even discouraging for anyone considering
volunteering in the outbreak area. The stark contrast between these two opinions
could mean that the nation is looking at this quarantine from two different
perspectives—scientifically by the health officials, but psychologically in a sense
that “it will make everyone feel safer,” by the public.

Business
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New requirement For Bryant University Passwords
By Joseph Soffey
Contributing Writer
In an effort to
enhance campus
information security,
Bryant University is
instituting a policy that
requires all students,
faculty and staff to
change their main
Bryant password at a
minimum of every 180
days. Each time you
reset your password, the
180 day “clock” resets.

Why is this
change being
implemented?

We’ve all seen the
news recently. Target,
Home Depot, Kmart,
Staples: a number of
big name retailers
have suffered security
breaches resulting
in both financial
and data loses. The
first layer of defense
in protecting your
personal data and work
is a secure password
for your information
system access. Last
year, Bryant enforced
a “strong” password
requirement. Requiring
periodic password
changes is the next step

in ensuring access to
your data is restricted
and secure.

Why 180 days?

Some organizations
require far more
frequent password
changes. We sought to
balance the periodicity
between enhancing
security, while not
becoming a burden
to users. The 180 day
requirement is a good
compromise between
these goals. And
remember, you can
change your password
as often as you wish
– you don’t have to
wait for the 180 day
expiration!

What password is
affected?

This is your main
password – the one
you use to log into
most accounts and
services, including:
email, Blackboard, the
myBryant portal, WIFI
access, etc. It does
not affect your Banner
password/pin.

When am I
required to change
my password by?

The implementation
date for the password
change requirement is
Wednesday, December
3rd. On that date, any
password that has not
been changed within
180 days will expire.
This means you will
not be able to access
your email or data
until you successfully
change your password.
We STRONGLY
recommend that you
change your password
BEFORE that date.
Once you change it,
you will have another
180 days until a new
password is required.
After December 3rd,
the process becomes
automated. One week
before your next 180
day limit is reached you
will receive an email
warning you of the
upcoming expiration
and reminding you to
change your password.
You will receive a
warning email every
day for the following
7 days until you either
change your password,
or it expires.

password?

Password can be
reset by visiting https://
reset.bryant.edu/
Detailed written
instructions are
available here: http://
goo.gl/OWFTkM
A video detailing
each step can be
viewed here: http://goo.
gl/2SCfCT

What about
my other WIFI
devices?

Passwords must be
updated on any WIFI
device that is connected
to Bryant University
WIFI network. This
includes your laptop,
iPad, Tablet, Smart
Phone, etc…

Where can I get
help?

Faculty and staff
can contact the CTS
Help Desk – 401-2326111 or helpdesk@
bryant.edu
Students can
contact Laptop Central
– 401-232-6550 or
laptopcentral@bryant.
edu

How do I change
my Bryant

Helpware: a battle between the
newest movie-editing programs
By Harold Glicken
MCT Campus
Well, that was fast. A week ago I was singing
the praises of Pinnacle Studio 18, the latest version
of one of the premiere budget movie-editing
programs. Now, like someone who upgrades his car
every fall, when the new models debut, I’m going
to sing the praises of Adobe Premiere Elements,
version 13.
Praises not because it is appreciably better than
version 12, just as Studio isn’t significantly better
than version 17, but because it offers something
Studio doesn’t: a choice of three levels of expertise:
quick, guided and expert. In quick mode, you
basically have to know how to import your video
clips into a story board, then drag and drop them
onto a timeline. That’s the way most movie-editing
software works. If you’re more adventurous, the
guided mode -- which I recommend -- gives
step-by-step instructions. The expert mode speaks
for itself. A filmmaker has access to multiple

story boards, sound tracks, special effects and
transitions. Once again, let me say that too many
special effects and twirling transitions loudly
proclaim “amateur.”
I’ve used previous versions of Premiere
Elements for years. It’s more powerful than Apple’s
iMovie and Moviemaker for Windows. But I find
Premiere Elements hardly as daunting as, say Final
Cut, and the price is right.
With Premiere Elements, you can create photo
books, scrapbooks and more. Clips can be shared
for social media. Still, iMovie is my favorite
program for creating photo books. It’s easy to use,
economical and the results are nothing short of
brilliant, even for an amateur. (Better yet, iMovie
comes free with Apple devices.)
I shoot both photos and movies on my Nikon
5200, and even though my lenses compensate for a
shaky hand, Premiere Elements goes a step farther
and finishes the job. Unless you are into cinema
verite, you’ll probably want to reduce shaking as
much as possible.
New in version 13 is the ability to show movies
in Apple’s retina-display mode. This version is
faster and utilizes 64-bit technology. You’ll need
extra RAM to fully utilize that.
If you’re in the market for a program that is a
step up from iMovie, go for Premiere Elements,
and get Photoshop Elements while you’re at it. If
you have version 12 of both Elements program,
stick with them. There aren’t enough new features
in version 13 to justify the $119 upgrade for both
programs.
That should settle it until next week, when, if
history repeats itself, an even newer, more featurerich editing program struts its stuff.

Retailers using
smartphone technology
to upgrade shopping
By Teresa F. Lindeman
MCT Campus
Chris Mason thinks of
Brookstone stores as the retail
version of canaries in the coal
mine -- harbingers of change in
the air. And this year, the chain
is all over the smartphone
as a weight-bearing pillar of
American life.
A Brookstone store in a
Pittsburgh-area shopping mall
recently was showing off a
$119.99 device that uses laser
technology to project a virtual
keyboard onto a flat surface to
allow typing on an attached
smartphone or tablet. Then
there was a $499.99 Brookstone
Pocket Projector Pro to show
movies, presentations and
games while hooked up to a
digital device.
The chain also sells a $49.99
app-controlled bartending
system that links smartphones
to a scale automatically
measuring each ingredient so
the drinks don’t end up with
too much gin.
“These are things to make
your phone more happy,”
marveled Mason, co-founder
and CEO of Pittsburgh-based
mobile commerce platform
company Branding Brand.
The nation’s retail industry
is in the process of making
itself over to better cozy up
to smartphones and other
digital devices that have
turned humans into perpetual
shopping machines in need of
an entirely different support

system than the old-fashioned
model dependent on feet, cash
and cars.
Selling Americans on the
merits of using computers
whether PCs, laptops, tablets or
phones to shop is done. They
get it.
A recent survey by
consulting firm Accenture
found 63 percent of consumers
plan to use a laptop or home
computer to make purchases
or research items this holiday
season, up 16 percentage points
from last year.
The smartphone, in
particular, is gaining ground.
As of August, 174 million
people in the U.S. owned
one 72 percent of the mobile
market, according to Reston,
Va., digital tracking firm
comScore. Branding Brand’s
research found that mobile
devices generated more than
half of online retail visits that
month, up from 4 percent in
2010.
The digital world generates
data even better than sales, so
there’s plenty of information on
how Americans are using their
tech tools.
Accenture’s survey found
24 percent of consumers plan
to use a smartphone while
shopping, up from 18 percent
last year. Almost half of those
surveyed are already using
or at least would be willing
to try services like ApplePay
and PayPal that let them use
their mobile phone to pay at
checkout.
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Uber and Lyft battle it out on roads and in court
By Patrick May
MCT Campus

Uber and Lyft, but all these other folks trying
to build a name for themselves, all jockeying
for position to gain market share.”
That jockeying has now reached full gait.
Keep your head down - the flak is flying again on the
And in the middle of it all are Uber, the big
ride-sharing battlefield.
gorilla in the ride-share space, and Lyft, a
With news this week that Lyft is suing a former exec
smaller rival. For months now, the two San
who jumped ship to go to archrival Uber, while Uber’s
Francisco-based startups have been at each
CEO publicly trash-talks his competition, the battle
other’s throats. In August, Lyft accused Uber
to dominate a potentially billion-dollar peer-to-peer
of messing with its drivers’ mojo, saying Uber
transportation industry is getting hotter than ever. And
was booking and then canceling thousands of
it’s already seen ride-sharing firms try to poach each
Lyft rides.
other’s drivers, critics blast the industry as capitalism
This week, Lyft took the battle to the halls
run amok, passengers complain about being gouged
of justice, claiming in a lawsuit that its former
and embattled cabbies around the world warn of an
chief operating officer, Travis VanderZanden,
impending public-transit apocalypse.
took proprietary information on Lyft’s
“What we’re seeing are the whirlwind forces of
international plans with him to his new job,
creative destruction,” says Andrew Moylan, executive
which just so happens to be at Uber.
director of the The R Street Institute, a free-market think
In a tweet, VanderZanden denied the
tank in Washington, D.C. “You see newcomers shaking
charge, saying, “Just to be crystal clear, I did
up one industry after another, but with ride-sharing you
not take any confidential data to Uber.”
also have intra-industry disruption. And it’s not just
Uber did not respond to requests for comment.
going (to their investors), ‘Just so you know, we’re going
Lyft spokeswoman Paige Thelen said
to be fundraising after this, so before you decide whether
in a statement that the company was
you want to invest in them, just make sure you know that
“disappointed to have to take this step, but
we are going to be fundraising immediately after.’”
this unusual situation has left us no choice but
While all emerging industries experience some
to take the necessary legal action to protect
sort of creative chaos, the ride-sharing world seems
our confidential information” and vowed that particularly adept at working people into a lather. Dan
By Shayan Ushani
economy and the holiday season “we will not tolerate this type of behavior.”
Sperling, professor and founding director of the Institute
approaching, has sent many
Staff Writer
One person familiar with the situation
of Transportation Studies at the University of California,
airline companies’ shares up.
who was an early investor in Uber, and who
Davis, says the latest brouhaha is another indication
JetBlue hit its 52 week high in
asked that his name not be used because
that ride-sharing “is under tremendous scrutiny right
WTI prices have fallen from
the past week, and Delta Air
of the sensitive nature of the case, said the
now because this industry is so intriguing to so many
a 52 week high of over $103 to
Lines is going up as well. Future
latest move by Lyft looked like an act of
people for so many reasons. So it’s getting a higher level
under $80 a barrel. The fall is
winners may be American auto
desperation. He said Uber’s market value is
of attention than what you’d expect with other startup
obvious to anybody who has
companies, especially the Ford
much higher than Lyft’s -- $18.2 billion vs.
companies.”
visited a gas station, and seen the Motor Company. Having the
more than $950 million --“so it’s not like this
But it’s cabbies, more than anyone, who find
apparent drop in gasoline. The
bestselling pickup trucks, Ford
is No. 1 and No. 2. This is Shaq and a midget
themselves in what they see as a life-or-death struggle
drop in prices are due to Saudi
can be expected to increase
and they’re not playing the same game. But
with companies like Lyft and Uber. What other industry
Arabia’s increase in supply and
profits as consumers are more
at the end of the day, Uber is an incredibly
could generate the sort of anger that causes taxi drivers to
exports, offered at a lower price.
willing to buy a car with a low
combative company and they’ll fight this the
try to shut down Trafalgar Square and the heart of Paris?
The sudden big shift in prices
MPG.
whole way.”
“There is no pleasure in seeing these companies go
has caused a big ripple in various
Saudi Arabia’s motives
While Lyft’s lawyers went to court, Uber’s after each other, just pain, and it’s the taxi drivers who
markets. From nations to small
for selling oil for so cheap is
tough-talking CEO, Travis Kalanick, went to
are suffering the most,” said Mark Gruberg, who drives a
companies, cheaper oil prices
questionable. Some speculation
Vanity Fair, where writer and celebrated tech
hack for SF Green Cab. “These are predatory companies
have left their impression.
hints at, behind the scenes
columnist Kara Swisher engaged the guy in
who say, ‘There’s no need for regulation, leave us on our
So who are the losers? So far
political deals in an effort to
a spirited discussion of corporate warfare. In
own, let the market decide.’ But they’re tearing the cab
it seems like Russia has taken
hurt Russia or Iran. What we
the piece, Kalanick comes across as a man
industry apart.”
the biggest hit. Already hurt
do know is that the oil industry
on a mission, willing to tangle with outraged
To Sperling, the Uber-Lyft dust-up is not quite so
by sanctions and turmoil in
has a threat. Like Netflix was to
taxi drivers, regulators trying to rein Uber
black-and-white:
Ukraine, Russia is expected to
Blockbuster, maybe fracking will in, and even his own customers, Swisher
“They’re like two kids entering adolescence who are
see a big loss. The oil and gas
leave the U.S. energy dependent. writes, “if they dare to question his company’s trying to assert themselves,” he said. “They’re trying to
sector accounts for about 16%
At the current rate, fracking
practices.”
find their footing, and they have no idea how the future
of Russia’s GDP. With reduced
is only profitable compared to
But it’s Lyft, these days, that’s Kalanick’s
will play out.”
confidence in Russia, their
oil at $85. The recent boom in
enemy No. 1. In a shot fired clearly across
currency has tanked the past
the fracking industry is not
Lyft’s front bumper, Kalanick fesses up to
month. So far the Russian Ruble
being hurt by oil prices, just yet. playing hardball when his rival recently went
has lost 12% power compared
Fracking continues to grow as
looking for more money from investors. “We
to the US dollar. Venezuela and
the technology and techniques
knew that Lyft was going to raise a ton of
Iran are also expected to be
for extracting the oil are
money,” he’s quoted as saying. “And we are
hurt, by the sudden shift. Iran
improving. Lobbyists over the
in particular is struggling to
Midwest are trying their best to
stabilize their currencies, and is
be approved by states. Despite
having difficulty doing so with
a big environmental impact,
the new lower prices. Venezuela’s Illinois has recently approve
petroleum exports account for
fracking. In the past month,
By Shayan Ushani
over half of the nation’s GDP, and Chesapeake Energy Corporation,
Staff Writer
inflation is already incredibly
an industry leader for fracking, is
Three things to look out for
high at a rate of 63.4% Countries up nearly 30%.
1 – Russian Ruble – With
and currencies are not the only
Continental Resources, Inc.
increasing sanctions imposed
ones hurting. So are companies
is engaged in the production
by Europe, and the U.S., Russia’s
like Chevron and ExxonMobil.
of crude oil, and the stock has
economy is hurting, and so is
Both companies nearly dropped
taken a big hit with falling prices.
their currency. The nation is also
to their 52 week lows near the
CLR’s CEO, Harold Hamm,
experiencing financial troubles
end of October, only to bounce
has called OPEC a “toothless
over worries of oil.
back a bit in the past week
tiger.” He thinks that OPEC will
2 – JBLU – With oil cheap, an
due to bearish markets. The
soon cut back the supply, and
improving economy, and holiday
energy sector has taken a big
send oil prices higher. Despite
season around the corner,
hit as they’ve seen their biggest
whether or not he said to gain
JetBlue is a buy. Beware of the
competitor to date, OPEC.
stockholder confidence, he has
drawback coming from ebola
So who are the winners? The
made this big bet. What is clear
concerns.
biggest winners seems to be at
is that oil prices have fallen, and
3 – GM – Sales are up for the
the hands of American citizens
have created a huge shift in major
motor company, and with all the
that can now afford lower rates
industries. Investors will just
past recalls hurting the stock
at the gas station. For investors,
have to wait and see, if prices
price, shares are quite cheap.
though, the airline industry has
continue to fall, or will return to
Also Cadillac is revamping their
been booming. Low prices of oil, their peak.
image, competing with higher
along with an already growing
end luxury cars, and moving
from Detroit to NYC.

Oil’s decline

The Biz Update
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Ice Dogs find their stride
By Spencer Patti
Contributing Writer
After a disappointing month in October, the Bryant
University Club Hockey team finally got its first win on
Saturday, November 8th against Sacred Heart, 6-3.
The Bulldogs caught the injury bug in October losing
4 starting players for multiple games, including Captain
Cale Woodworth and Assistant Captain Justin Taylor.
However, the Bulldogs showed great resiliency as they
traveled to Bridgeport, Connecticut to take on a tough
Sacred Heart team.
Bryant answered an early goal by Sacred Heart, as
freshman Nick Gerlach fired a wrist shot to the top
corner with just over 12 minutes remaining in the first.
In the final minutes of the period, junior Matt Maziarz
poked in a loose puck out front to take the lead. Sacred
Heart countered Bryant’s fast-paced play in the second
period but was stymied by the Bulldogs tough defense
and goaltender. The Bulldogs defense was led by great
play from senior Terry Murphy and junior Zach Comeau.
Combined, Murphy and Comeau delivered a strong
physical performance to keep the Sacred Heart scorers
off the board through the entire second period.
Midway through this period, Gerlach struck on the
break away, firing a wrist shot that went off the crossbar
and in, to give the Dogs a 3-1 lead moving into the final
period. However, Sacred Heart refused to make it easy
as they came out strong, and scored an early goal on
the power play with a deflected shot from the blue line.
Under pressure, the Bulldogs kept their composure
and stayed on the offensive controlling the puck for the
majority of the third period.
The Bulldogs were able to pin Sacred Heart in their
zone, and capitalized as freshman Sean Henderson
picked up a loose puck in front of the net and
maneuvered around the goalie to give Bryant a 4-2 lead.

Sacred Heart did not crumble and remained hungry
throughout the remainder of the game, and would not
let the Bulldogs win without a fight. Sacred Heart netted
a goal on a 2-on-1 with just over 10 minutes to go in the
game and set up an exciting finale.
With the score at 4-3 the Bulldogs stuck to their game
plan and kept the pressure on, rolling all 4 lines. The
Bulldogs proved to be the deeper team and were able
to expose Sacred Heart’s tired defenders as the line of
Clayton Caron, Aaron Witty, and Jake Marley combined
with great team play to give the Bulldogs another 2 goal
lead. Caron wrapped the puck around the boards to
Marley behind the net who proceeded to throw a great
saucer pass to the tape of Witty in front of the net for a
tap-in goal.
Sacred Heart had a flurry of shots in the final minutes
on the power play with the
goalie pulled, but was unable
to break Bryant’s defense.
Henderson and Comeau
combined with selfless plays
by sacrificing their bodies
to block shots and clear the
puck away from their goal.
Off a blocked shot, Caron
won a race to a free puck in
the neutral zone to deliver
the final blow and secure
Bryant’s first win with his
empty net goal.
After the game senior
Mike Nadeau said “It feels
great to finally get that first
win. We have been so close
the past few games and we
deserve the win with the
way we played tonight.”

The Bulldogs’ tough schedule continues with upcoming
games against the University of Massachusetts and
Boston College where they look to improve on their 1-10
record.
The Bulldogs have dedicated their first win to their
former captain, Paul Russo. In the days following
Halloween Russo was diagnosed with brain cancer.
Russo was a great teammate and continues to be an
inspiration to us all to keep fighting no matter what.

Intramural
sports
Jets soar over Steelers
update
By Evan Reseska
Contributing Writer

It has been a tough season for
Jets fans, but today was definitely an
exception. Winston Churchill once said
It is currently looking like the sky
“Never, never, never give up,” and that’s
is clearing for the New York Jets after
exactly how the team and the fans are
a strategic win over the Pittsburgh
feeling after Sunday’s upset. Winning is
Steelers Sunday 20 NYJ – 13 PIT. This
often considered everything, and the Jets
is following an extremely harsh losing
did everything they could to win.
streak of 8 games. With the only other
With this game there were also
win this season being their close victory
some very big star performances, most
over Oakland 19 – 14. Rex Ryan the
notably Jarrett once again who not only
coach of the team was heard to be
secured the two interceptions, but also
exceptionally enthusiastic after the game
10 tackles and one of two sacks on Ben
Roethlisberger.
Marty Gitlin
of CBS Sports
wrote “Don’t be
surprised if Jets
safety Jaiquawn
Jarrett is named
AFC Defensive
Player of the
Week.”
The two players
who brought
home the two
touchdown passes
from Michael Vick
were Jace Amaro
and Eric Decker
respectively. For
Jace this was
definitely a great
moment especially
since the
touchdown was
his second score
Steelers’ quarterback Ben Roethlisberger was sacked twice of the season.
in Sunday’s game (MCT Campus)
The Jets definitely
pulled themselves
according to CBS news, as Michael Vick
together for this match. The real question
the quarterback for the Jets threw two
though is is this just a small break in their
touchdown passes and the team was able
losing streak, or a real turn for the better?
to execute a number of key plays. There
were two interceptions by Jaiquawn
Jarrett as the team forced four turnovers.

By Kevin Pawlak
Contributing Writer
Flag Football
The flag football playoffs came to
an end on Wednesday night, with the
NARPS as the champions. The NARPS
defeated Touch my Durgins by a score
of 34-26. The NARPS had a tough road
to get there, taking down the number
one overall, Vick’s Dog Pound in the
semifinals. Danny Kelly had a solid
performance throwing two touchdown
passes.
3-On-3 Basketball
The basketball playoffs
also came to an end on
Wednesday night. The
Smithfield 69ers emerged as
the victors, taking down the
number one overall team,
Strokin It. The Smithfield
69ers landed the number two
seed and won all three of
their games leading up to the
championship with ease.
Squash
The Bryant squash team
opened up their season
with a win over Boston College. Bryant
also participated in three other matches
during last weekend’s tournament. The
Bulldogs lost to Northeastern 6-3, but
defeated Vermont 9-0 and Siena 8-0. In
the BC match, played using the threecourt system, Bryant took a 2-1 lead
when sophomore Chase Ruben won 3-1
and newcomer Luke Lorenz was able to
finesse a 3-0 win. In the second round
of individual matches, BC evened things
at 3-all when only Bryant’s No. 2, Dana
Parziale, was able to close it out for a 3-1
victory.

In the final set of individual matches,
Bryant’s No. 1, team captain, and club
president, senior Harry Waterton, took
to the court while No. 4, Phil Carr, and
No. 7, Josh Rubinstein, were both still
deep in it. Carr played tough but came up
short in a 1-3 loss, while Rubinstein had
to contend with the dynamics of a match
halted twice due to injury. Josh’s BC
opponent was a scrappy diver with thin
skin at his knees and elbows. When Josh
came back tough from 1-2 down to win
the fifth game 11-7, it squared the matches
at 4-all.

The crowd compressed behind the
court where the No. 1’s battled. The
two players both seemed to relish the
spotlight. BC’s Sam Henderson took the
first game 12-10. Waterton answered
back to win 11-9, then put away a 14-12
seesaw win that found his attacking just
exceeding the BC player’s determined
retrieving. In the fourth game, Waterton
fought back, claiming an 11-8 victory and
a 3-1 match decision that gave Bryant the
slim victory. Bryant will travel to MIT
next week, and also face Lehigh and a
rematch with BC.
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Q&A with Bryant Fishing Club’s Joe Levy
By Zachary Jendrysik
Contributing Writer

like fishing it best around rocks and
getting some quality smallmouth bass. I
mastered this technique last summer with
one of my buddies.

Joe Levy
Graduation Year: 2017		
Major: Undecided 		
Hobbies: Fishing
Q: How many years have you been
fishing?
A: I have been fishing since I can
remember. I always fished with my Dad at
“The Nip” in Bridgewater, Massachusetts.
Q: Favorite place to fish in Rhode
Island?
A: I like to fish at Stump Pond right
down the street from Bryant most of the
time. I caught a nice four pound bass last
week on a swim jig.
Q: Favorite season to fish?
A: Spring is my favorite. I like the cool,
crisp air. The fish are shallow and ready
to spawn. This is my favorite time to use
finesse techniques.
Q: What is your go to lure in the
spring?
A: I always like to use a senko in
the spring as well as a black and blue
chatterbait. I like fishing it shallow and
ripping it through the grass and I always
get some good bass strikes.
Q: Overall favorite fishing technique?
A: The drop shot. I like fishing it with
a weightless worm and a 3/8 weight. I

teams which consist of two people per
team. If in one of these tournaments
you are able to finish in the Top 15
you are then invited to participate
in the Regional Championship.
Q: Favorite Pro Angler?
This year for the Northern Region
A: Greg “Hack Attack” Hackeny. The
the Championship will be in
2014 Bassmaster Angler of the year.
Chesapeake Bay in Maryland.
Before making it there though you
Q: Is there anything you are looking
must fish at least one of the qualifiers
forward to in the club this year?
at Smith Mountain Lake, Indian
A: Hoping the club will purchase some Lake, or Chautauqua Lake.
ice fishing gear. I think it would be a good
These lakes are huge bodies of
time to get out in the cold and catch some water in which big bass are located
fish. I also heard we may purchase some
in Virginia, Ohio, and New York. It
Bryant fishing bucket hats.
is quite exciting to see all the schools
with fishing clubs in the north
Q: How do you feel about the 2015
in one tournament. You will see
Fishing League Worldwide College
teams from Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Fishing Schedule?
Michigan, and many other states in
A: The schedule looks great for all
the North.
regions. I really like the lakes chosen
This year they have made a few
for the Northeast this year. I hope one
new rules that truly help the college
day to be able to compete in one of
anglers out. They have made a Wild
these tournaments. They are a great
Card Tournament on Kentucky
opportunity for college students to learn
Lake in March. What this means is
what fishing tournaments are all about.
that any school from any region can Ice fishing gear is one thing Levy is hoping
attend this tournament, and if you
the club will invest in before winter arrives
This year the college fishing schedule
are lucky enough to finish in the Top
from FLW has finally come out. The
10 you are guaranteed a spot in the
basics of this program allows full time
College Fishing National Championship.
undergraduate and graduate students to
Also if you have the skill and can catch
compete in fishing tournaments against
the most weight of anyone you will go
other colleges. It is broken down into five home with a brand new Ranger Z117 bass
regions, Central, Northern, Southeastern, boat. FLW has done a great job over the
Southern, and Western. Each region has
years to expand these tournaments and
three qualifying tournaments in which
is continuing to extend the benefits for
each college usually sends one to five
college anglers.

Tom Brady or Peyton Manning?
By Catherine Johnson
Contributing Writer

1 with the Indianapolis Colts.
Brady has a .775 career game
winning percentage versus
Manning’s .696. At the time of
this article’s writing, Peyton has
a record-setting 510 touchdown
passes while Brady has 381.
As for career passing yards,
Manning has 64,964 well ahead
of Brady’s 49,149. Now that
Peyton is in the record books,
does that fact alone make him

a better player? Just because
Brady’s fingers are a little bit
more decorated than Peyton’s,
does that mean he trumps
Manning?
Even after diving deep
into statistics, there are many
intangibles that complicate
reasoning which player is better.
Each team has different weapons,
different head coaches, different
offenses and defenses, etc. You

can’t really count on life-time
statistics, either: Peyton comes
out ahead of Brady in most
Being a Broncos fan in New
career-statistical categories
England is basically social
because he’s been in the NFL for
suicide. As I’m sure most of you
two more years than Brady.
already know, Tom Brady led
What about offensive lines?
the Patriots to a 43-21 victory
Red zone completion percentage?
against the Broncos on Sunday
It’s also important to keep in
November 2nd. I’ve had to hear
mind that when determining
about it. A lot.
the MVP awards, of which
These comments are usually
Manning has 5 and Brady has
followed by, “how does it feel
2, the sports writers
to choose the wrong team?”
who determine
Patriots fans now think they
the winners take
have even more solid a ground to
into account some
stand on in choosing Tom Brady
really obscure
over Peyton Manning. They
statistics—ones that
might. Even as an unwavering
aren’t necessarily
Peyton Manning fan, I can admit
dependent on
that. However, when boiled
only independent
down to objective comparisons—
numerical value.
the real bones of the argument—
Even then, MVP
team bias cannot come into play.
awards usually go
That being said, I would suggest
to players whose
that even after this victory, it’s
team makes the
still not possible to accurately
playoffs; Peyton and
compare the two based on
Brady will always be
statistics alone. Just because I am
dependent on their
a Broncos fan, I’m not going to
surrounding weapons
ignorantly say that Tom Brady is
and deficiencies on a
“no Peyton Manning.”
year-to-year basis.
Most people that debate
People can and
which player is better will quote
will continuously
the typical statistics to support
debate which player
their argument. Head to head,
is better. A “my guy is
Even after diving deep into statistics, there are many intangibles that
Tom Brady is 10-5 against
better
than your guy”
complicate reasoning about whether Brady or Manning is a better player
Manning, and Brady has 3 Super
argument will always
(MCT Campus)
Bowl victories versus Manning’s
ensue because fans

are loyal and will support their
team even through countless
losses and injuries. Wes Welker
said this regarding Manning
and Brady: “they’re both
spectacular…it’s like comparing
Picasso and Michelangelo”
(Espn.go.com). He’s right: you
can’t really love one player
without loving the other.
According to CBSSports,
Brady is now considered the
front-runner for the AFC MVP,
and that is the case because he
beat Peyton Manning. Would
the victory have the same
value as it currently does if the
Patriots, in Week 9, beat the
49ers or the Colts? Probably not.
Without Manning, you wouldn’t
appreciate Brady to nearly the
same extent, and vice versa. It’s
that simple.
Regardless of it all, football
fans have been lucky enough to
witness a matchup this season
where the Patriots play the
Broncos, a game that feels like a
regular season Super Bowl and
brings out the entrenched loyalty
of their fans. Both players are
currently defining the NFL era
and are setting the bar higher
than some ever thought possible.
Embrace the rivalry and keep on
debating; just enjoy the ride.

Do you enjoy talking about sports?
You should write for The Archway.
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Facts,
tips and
trivia
about
the
tasty
treat
By Becky Sher
McClatchy-Tribune

1. How much ice cream do
Americans eat each year?

The U.S. ice cream industry
generates about $10 billion in sales each
year. About 1.53 billion gallons of ice
cream and frozen desserts were produced
in the United States in 2011 — that’s more
than 20 quarts per person!

2. Does ice cream get any official
recognition?

It sure does — in 1984, President
Reagan designated July as National Ice
Cream Month and encouraged Americans
to celebrate with “appropriate ceremonies
and activities.” More specifically, the third
Sunday of July is National Ice Cream Day.

3.

What are Americans’ favorite ice
cream flavors?

According to a 2012 International Ice
Cream Association company survey,
vanilla is the most popular flavor for ice
cream. Rounding out the top five are
chocolate, cookies ’n cream, strawberry
and chocolate chip mint.

4.

What’s the difference between
ice cream, custard, sherbet and all the
other things in the ice cream aisle?

Frozen desserts fall into many different categories:
■ Ice cream: A mixture of dairy ingredients, sweetening and flavoring elements,
such as fruits, nuts or chocolate. Federal
law requires ice cream to contain at least
10 percent milk fat, and it must weigh at
least 4 1/4 pounds per gallon.
■ Frozen custard or French ice cream:
Must contain at least 10 percent milk fat
and at least 1.4 percent egg yolk solids.
■ Sherbet: Milk fat is between 1 percent
and 2 percent, with slightly more sweetener than ice cream. Must weigh at least
6 pounds per gallon.
■ Gelato: Contains sweetener, milk,
cream, egg yolks and flavoring, and is
served in a semi-frozen state.
■ Sorbet and water ice: Contains no dairy.
■ Quiescently frozen confection: A frozen
novelty on a stick.
■ Frozen yogurt: Dairy ingredients such as
milk and nonfat milk have been cultured.
■ Novelties: Separately packaged single
servings of a frozen dessert, with or without dairy ingredients.

5. So what does “light” ice cream
really mean?

The FDA regulates the labeling of
food products, including ice cream, so
that consumers know what they’re getting. Here’s a guide to the labeling lingo:
■ Ice cream: Contains at least 10 percent
milk fat.
■ “Reduced fat” ice cream: Contains at
least 25 percent less total fat than the
original product (either an average of leading brands, or the company’s own brand).
■ “Light” ice cream: Contains at least 50
percent less total fat or 33 percent fewer
calories than the original product.
■ “Lowfat” ice cream: Contains a maximum
of 3 grams of total fat per serving (1/2 cup).
■ “Nonfat” ice cream: Contains less than
0.5 grams of total fat per serving.

6.

What’s the best way to keep ice
cream fresh? Follow these tips.
In the grocery store:
■ Make ice cream the last thing you pick
up before you check out.
■ Be sure the ice cream isn’t soft when
you remove it from the supermarket’s
freezer — it should be thoroughly frozen
and hard to the touch.
■ If you’re buying ice cream from an
open-top freezer case, always choose
iems stored below the freezer line.
■ Keep ice cream products together in a
separate part of your grocery cart, or put
them on top of other groceries.
■ Ask the person packing your groceries
to include a freezer bag or extra brown
paper bag for insulation.
■ Don’t stop anywhere on your way home.

At home:
■ Never allow ice cream to repeatedly
soften and refreeze. This can form clumps.
■ Set your freezer between -5 and 0
degrees. Ice cream should be served
between 6 and 10 degrees.
■ Don’t store ice cream in the freezer door.
■ Be sure to replace the ice cream’s lid
tightly before you return it to the freezer.
■ Don’t store ice cream near uncovered
food — nearby odors may affect its flavor.

7.

What kind of spoon is best for
optimum ice cream tasting?

John Harrison, official ice cream taster
at Dreyer’s, uses a gold spoon. Unlike plastic or wood, it doesn’t have an aftertaste.

8.

How is commercial ice cream
made?

The basic ingredients — dairy ingredients, sweeteners, stabilizers and emulsifiers — are blended in a mixing tank.
The mixture then goes into a pasteurizer,
where it is heated. Next, the hot mixture
is shot through a homogenizer, where
more than 2,000 pounds of pressure per
square inch break down the milk fat into
smaller pieces, ensuring a creamy consistency. The mix is then quick-cooled to 40
degrees and frozen. During freezing,
rotating blades called “dashers” add air
to the ice cream, which produces the
consistency we know and love. Finally,
flavorings like fruits and nuts are
dropped in and the ice cream is packaged
and hardened at sub-zero temperatures.

9.

How much milk does it take to
make a gallon of ice cream?

About 12 pounds of milk are used to
make a single gallon of ice cream.

10. When was ice cream invented?

There is some debate about when ice
cream first appeared, but there is evidence
that Alexander the Great ate snow and ice
flavored with honey and nectar. The
Roman Empire’s Nero Claudius Caesar
also ate snow flavored with juice and
fruit. “Cream ice” appeared in Europe in
the 16th century but was mostly reserved
for royalty. In 1660, the first publicly
available ice cream was served at Café
Procope, the first café in Paris.

11.

When did ice cream arrive in
the United States?

The first official mention of ice cream
in the United States is in a 1700 letter written by a guest of the Maryland governor.
The New York Gazette ran the first advertisement for the frozen treat in May 1777.
And records from one New York merchant
show that President George Washington
spent $200 on ice cream in the summer of
1790. Dolley Madison served a strawberry
ice cream dessert at her husband’s second
inaugural banquet in 1812.
But ice cream didn’t become regularly
available to the American public until the
19th century, when technological innovations, such as steam power and mechanical refrigeration, made it more efficient.

12. Why a “sundae”?

Ice cream sodas became popular with
the rise of soda fountains in the late 1800s.
But in response to religious criticism for
eating “sinfully” rich ice cream sodas on
Sundays, merchants left out the carbonated
water and created “Sundays.” Eventually
the name was changed to “sundae.”

13. What causes “brain freeze”?

When something extremely cold touches the roof of your mouth, nerves can cause
the blood vessels in your head to swell.
That quick swelling causes the pounding
and pain known as “ice cream headache.”
Usually “brain freeze” lasts about a minute,
and even though it’s painful, it’s not dangerous. To avoid the pain, eat ice cream
slowly, or warm it up slightly in the front
of your mouth before it hits your palate.

14.

How many licks does it take to
finish a single-scoop ice cream cone?

According to www.icecream.com, it
takes about 50 licks to finish a single cone.

15. Are there ice cream records?

Yes, several ice cream records are listed in “Guinness World Records”:
■ Most ice cream eaten in 30 seconds
with a teaspoon: 13.4 ounces, by
American Patrick Bertoletti on “Live with
Regis and Kelly” in 2006.
■ Largest ice-cream scoop pyramid:
3,894 scoops of ice cream, created by
Carvel in New York in 2002.
■ Longest banana split: 4.55 miles, created by the residents of Selinsgrove, Pa., in
1988. The sundae required 24,000
bananas and 24,000 cherries.
■ Largest milkshake: 6,000 gallons,
made in New York in 2000.

16. Who invented ice cream cones?

Italian immigrant Italo Marchiony
first produced the ice cream cone in New
York in the late 1800s and was granted a
patent in 1903. But around the same
time, the cone made an appearance at
the 1904 World’s Fair in St. Louis.
Ernest A. Hamwi was selling crisp, waffle-like pastries called “zalabis” from a
stand next to an ice-cream vendor. When
the ice-cream seller ran out of bowls,
Hamwi rolled one of his waffles into a
cone shape and let it cool.

17.

How long have Good Humor
trucks been around?

In 1920, Harry Burt, of Youngstown,
Ohio, invented the Good Humor bar. He
sent out 12 chauffeur-driven trucks, outfitted with bells. By 1961, Good Humor
Corp. owned and operated 200 trucks.

18.

Why do I use rock salt when I
make ice cream at home?

According to www.makeicecream.com,
rock salt forces the ice surrounding the can
of ice cream mix to melt. The resulting
“brine solution” absorbs heat from the
mixture of cream and sugar and gradually
lowers the temperature until the ice cream
begins to freeze. If there were no salt
added to the ice, it would melt at 32
degrees Fahrenheit and eventually the ice
water and mix would come to an equilibrium at 32 degrees. The ice cream mix,
however, does not begin to freeze until its
temperature falls below 27 degrees. So to
freeze the mix, we need a salt concentration, or a ratio of 5 cups of ice to 1 cup of
salt. At this concentration, the brine temperature should remain constant at 8 to 12
degrees. This allows the rapid cooling and
freezing that is essential to making creamy
ice cream.

19.

I want to be a professional ice
cream taster. Now what?

Taster John Harrison worked at his
uncle’s Memphis ice-cream company —
his family has been in the dairy and ice
cream industry for four generations. But
he says a degree in dairy or food science
is also a good start. Harrison also avoids
spicy foods, such as peppers and garlic,
and doesn’t smoke, drink or wear strongly scented products like aftershave.

20.

What are the lyrics to the
“I scream, you scream” song?
“In the land of ice and snow
Up among the Eskimo
There’s a college known as Oogie-wawa.
You should hear those college boys
Gee, they make an awful noise
When they sing their Eskimo tra la la.
They’ve got a leader, big cheer leader,
oh what a guy!
He’s got a frozen face just like an Eskimo Pie.
When he says, “Come on, let’s go!”
Though it’s forty-five below
Listen what those Eskimo all holler:
I scream, you scream, we all scream
for ice cream!”
Visit www.makeicecream.com for more verses.
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F O O D S A S S O C I AT I O N , W W W. D R E Y E R S . C O M , W W W. I C E C R E A M . C O M , W W W. M A K E I C E C R E A M . C O M , W W W. K I D S H E A LT H . O R G
M C T I L L U S T R AT I O N
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Professors who ‘go
down in history’
By Sarahanne Kent
Staff Writer
Good professors are one in a million. So luckily,
I’m not here to talk about the good professors who
can spit out their material with all the lackluster
style of a textbook. It’s solid and accurate enough to
get you through exams, but it’s nothing memorable
that will give you the life experience you crave and
deserve in college. Great professors, however, make
an impact on your learning experience that will
last you a lifetime. Great professors know the key to
winning their students’ attention, enthusiasm, and
confidence. So, professors, listen up.
The first key to being a great professor is
what I like to refer to as the CEO of teaching.
This fantastic acronym stands for consistency,
efficiency, and organization because, hopefully,
you don’t want a PowerPoint that’s seemingly full
of nonsense. Be consistent; try not to have multiple
definitions for the same term in ten different slides.
Group the topics so that when a student is looking
back on their notes, they can interpret one topic
as a whole before moving on to the next. Also be
aware that, while you may have been teaching this
lesson for the past 16 years, this is the first time
these students have ever heard these concepts in
so many words. Make sure your PowerPoint has
a progressive flow. If you’re going back and forth
and sideways, you’re going to completely lose
your audience and this is where efficiency plays a
substantial role. Organization is also a key, so be
sure that your lesson has a smooth, progressive
flow.
Students appreciate knowing that their
professors aren’t robots. I’m not suggesting that
you appear human all the time; that would be
ridiculous. However, throwing a relatable story
into your lesson makes the topic you’re trying to

teach much more memorable for the students. Not
only will it help them pass their exam, but they will
carry it with them through life and use it as a tool
in their career.
For example, if you were teaching
Microeconomics, it might be a good idea to tell a
story about your first job and how that business
operated in terms of monopolistic competition. It’s
a great way to engage your students’ attention and
their memory. Don’t be afraid to throw a few jokes
around either. After all, you want the students to
want to listen to you. Adding comedy perks up
their attention and in an hour and 15 minute class,
anything helps.
Personally, I think that one of the most
important attributes a professor can possess is
the ability to give a lecture with full energy. What
do I mean by full energy? This can vary from the
relatable stories that I mentioned in the above
paragraph or randomly shrieking in class to
recapture your students’ attention. While we may
look like college students, we are children at heart,
and we have not altogether lost the craving for the
more fun side of life. So please, feel free to dance,
sing, and do a jig. We’ll act embarrassed, but the
whole time you’ll really be winning our hearts and
captivating our souls.
Do all this and maybe you will be the favorite
professor of the whole student body, a professor,
whom all other professors envy for their cleverness
and ingenuity. You will go down in history as the
most memorable professor among pupils who all
went on to major in your subject and became great
businessmen and women all across the nation.
When they speak of their time at college, they’ll
speak of nothing but you and how you changed
their lives immeasurably. So, go forth brave
professors and be great.

Assisting assisted suicide
By Kayla Murphy
Contributing Writer
America fears death. There
is no question that culture has
taught us that death is something
bad and negative. It is avoided at
all costs; we will do anything to
stay young, to stay alive. But does
being alive really mean the same
thing as living?
Brittany Maynard’s story
rocked the nation in her recent
fight for the right to commit
assisted suicide. The 29 year old
ended her life on November 1st
with the help of physician-prescribed drugs. Maynard fought
multiple month-long battles with
brain cancer. After receiving a
diagnosis of terminal illness, she
and her husband moved from
California to Oregon in order to
pursue the Death with Dignity
laws in place there.
Maynard’s nationally broadcasted fight with illness and then
death, again brings to light the
argument of assisted suicide. Her
case only furthers arguments
in favor of the right to commit
suicide with prescribed aid. The
rules stated in the Death with
Dignity law and the nature of the
need for such controlled suicide
was reaffirmed in the world of

modern medicine.
The law was first established
in Oregon in 1997, then Washington and Vermont followed
in 2009 and 2013, respectively.
Anyone applying must be at least
18 years of age and be capable of
communicating decisions regarding health care. This means that
the individual is competent and
is able to be trusted with life or,
in this case, death decisions. Additionally, the individual must be
diagnosed with terminal illness
and given six months to live.
These are the first and most
fundamental policies that are
listed within the act. They clearly
and simply ensure that individuals who are taking advantage of
assisted suicide are in fact sick
and have reasonable cause to seek
such treatment. The law is therefore innately intended for use in
response to legitimate medical
problems; it is extremely unlikely
that anyone seeking life-ending
pills without such qualifications
will be able to obtain medication.
Another significant portion
of the law states that two separate
requests must be initiated. Only
after both requests are approved
by a licensed, attending physician
as well as by another consulting
physician will the patient be able

to actually receive prescription
medication. These again make the
law even more secure in terms of
who has access.
Possibly the strongest argument for assisted suicide in this
form lies in the very name of the
law: Death with Dignity. Every
individual in America has the
right to make life choices. One
chooses to get married, to have
children, to buy a house. Even
further, pet owners have the right
to end the lives of animals who
are suffering. Therefore, why
should intelligent and competent
people who are legitimately ill
and in pain not have the right to
end their own lives?
Medical efforts to prolong a
terminal life only result in tubes
that pump medication into a
virtually lifeless body. Anyone living under conditions of terminal
illness generally has a significantly low quality of life. Brittany
Maynard ended her suffering in
the comfort of her own bedroom
with her loved ones by her side.
She died with the power of her
own choice.
In the age of modern medicine in America, we need to
extend the right to freedom of
choice through the entirety of an
individual’s life and, yes, death.
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Why your
vote matters
it’s a privilege and and an honor that far too
few appreciate or recognize
By Allie Miller
Staff Writer
One of the fundamental principles of democracy is the notion
that every citizen is eligible to
participate equally. While the
ability to participate in a democratic government is available
at any time, everyone is invited
and encouraged to participate
on Election Day. Many say it is
your right and your responsibility
to vote. But, in a country where
people have fought, devoted their
lives, and even died for your right
to vote, it should be considered a
privilege.
I excitedly spent the morning
of Election Day doing last minute
research on the candidates and
policies that I would see on the
ballot. As a first time voter, I was
anxious to cast my vote and, of
course, get my patriotic ‘I voted’
sticker. So, it was a shock for me
in my Global Politics class on
Tuesday morning when so many
students admitted that they did
not fill out an absentee ballot
or plan to go home to vote. My
classmates were not alone, as the
Rhode Island election held on
November 4th indicated that less
than half of the people eligible to
vote actually did.
One of my favorite quotes
related to politics was spoken
by author George Jean Nathan
who stated that “bad officials
are elected by good citizens who
don’t vote.” It’s funny to think
about, but it is true. By not vot-

ing, you are sending the message
that you don’t care about issues,
policies, or how your tax dollars
are spent. Voting is your chance
to let your voice be heard. It is extremely hypocritical for someone
to justify not voting by saying it
doesn’t matter and then complain
about the government. Voting
is an actual invitation from the
government for citizens to give
their opinion and input.
Passionate people with strong
opinions are definitely going

to vote. It’s like the people who
comment on ‘rate my professor.’ If average, everyday citizens
forfeit their right to vote, they
are leaving their future to be
decided by people who likely
have intense and heated opinions
that you could debate for hours.
But, one of the best things about
democracy is that everyone’s vote
is counted equally. So your vote
counts just as much as the guy
who has spent 10 hours a week

volunteering for a candidate’s
campaign for the past year, even
if you didn’t decide who to vote
for until you did a little research
before heading to the voting
booths.
Many people think that their
one vote doesn’t matter, but nothing could be further from the
truth. The winning candidate is
often decided by just a few voters.
Just last week on Election Day,
Democratic candidate, Dannel
Malloy, won the post of Governor in Connecticut by just 2.5%
of the vote. If enough people in
Connecticut believed their vote
didn’t matter and decided not to
cast their ballots on Tuesday, the
election may have had a very different outcome.
When I walked into the voting
booth for the first time last Tuesday, I felt incredibly appreciative.
I considered my female ancestors
who would have been denied
the same right only one hundred
years prior. I imagined the men
and women in different parts of
the world who have never and
may never experience the right to
vote. I humbly remembered the
men and women who devoted
their lives to ensure my right to
vote. Having the right to vote is
an honor that far too few people
recognize and appreciate. Voting
is an incredible privilege and
should be treated as such. Voting
is your chance to be heard, your
opportunity to participate in
change, and your responsibility as
an American citizen.
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Why standardize testing is a bad idea?
By Alvin Rodriguez
Contributing Writer
The thought that
standardized testing improves
education is a myth. According
to the famous and brilliant
physicist Albert Einstein, “Not
everything that counts can be
counted and not everything that
can be counted counts.” This
quote epitomizes the countless
disadvantages of standardized
testing. Standardized testing
consists of tests that are
administered and scored in the
same manner for all individuals
taking the test.
The tests are designed so
that questions, scoring, and
interpretations are consistent and
run in a predetermined manner.
Several concerns regarding
the growing use and value of
standardized testing have been
brought to light by students,
parents, leaders in education, and
the media. In hopes of improving
the overall quality of education,
the usage of standardized testing
should be completely removed
from schools.
Standardized testing
creates significant impacts on a
student’s educational experience.
According to a study run by Gary
Ritter, a member of the Endowed
Chair in Education Policy
Committee in the Department
of Education Reform at the
University of Arkansas,;
community leaders, school
leaders, parents and members
of the media have shared their
“concern that children today are
placed under such pressure to
perform well on standardized
tests that the anxiety adversely
affects performance outcomes.”
As a student, it is evident that
every day has the potential to
vary in academic performance.
Several external factors such as
sleep, eating habits, and stress
can have significant impacts on a
student’s day to day performance
in school. Therefore, the
assumption that two or three
days of testing a year “can
accurately reflect the breadth and
depth” of a student’s knowledge

acquired over years of education
is simply ridiculous.
With a greater focus on
testing that rewards conceptual,
critical thinking and analytical
skills comes the penalization of
creativity and individuality of
students. Students’ experience
within the classroom has
dramatically changed for the
worse. Since the increase in
importance of standardized
testing, educators have been
directing their teaching styles
more “towards fulfilling
objectives implied by the tests
rather than by the goals of
the curriculum.” The change
in dynamic provides a strict
focus on correct answers rather
than creative interpretation,

conceptual, analytical, and
problem solving skills that are
gained and strengthened through
standardized test taking. The
negative effects of standardized
testing are expressed clearly
through the lives of students, but
it is also quite evident that the
tests adversely affect educators
as well.
At first accountability served
as a standard used to enhance
the degree of teaching in schools,
but now it has transformed into
a pressure factor for educators in
making sure that their students
can produce a certain test score.
According to American author
and lecturer Alfie Kohn “many
educators are leaving the field”
in response to the high standards

notes that many teachers he had
studied “had devoted inordinate
amounts of attention simply to
raising test scores” the focus
of the class had then shifted
towards “test-score raising, not
necessary with teaching kids the
things that children ought to be
learning.”
Popham describes the
pressures on teachers to raise test
scores to be so immense that the
teachers are sometimes driven
to use unorthodox techniques to
try and promote high scores. In
his study, Popham had noticed
instances where teachers “may
employ test items that are quite
similar to the actual items on
the standardized test, and in
some instances, teachers have

imaginative expression and
reflective responses.
Standardized testing limits
the futures of students, not only
in the aspect of them possibly
not doing well on the tests and
being denied grade advancement,
but in other aspects as well.
For example, Karen Harris, a
member of the Department of
Curriculum at the University
of New Orleans describes the
“intolerance for ambiguity” in
standardized tests as “training
the young for irrelevance”, since
very few adult issues can be
solved by the simple correct or
incorrect answers that “dominate
the educational experience.”
In order to come up with an
effective solution for the issues
children may face as adults,
situations must be analyzed
using creative and divergent
thinking in addition to the

and intense accountability set by
standardized tests.
Kohn even describes a report
from the New York Times in
which several schools struggle to
find replacement principles for
those who have quit due to the
pressure of raising test scores.
The constant stress of being
accountable for the possible
failure of students can cause
mounds of stress on educators
and can play a very important
factor in the decision to join the
education field.
According to an interview
with educational testing expert
James Popham, when asked
how standardized testing
changed the job of teaching and
the experience of being in the
classroom, Popham described
what he had observed after
spending large amounts of time
with teachers. He specifically

even used the real test items
on test preparation activities.”
Through his research Popham
suggests that in many cases the
preparation for standardized
testing is so intense and so
unrelenting that the quality of
education being provided is
overshadowed by it. Standardized
testing not only produces
negative impacts on students and
educators, but also negatively
affects entire school systems.
The large amounts of time,
money and energy needed for
the completion of standardized
tests must be taken from
somewhere or something.
Education systems across the
nation have had to make cuts or
have even completely gotten rid
of recess, high school electives,
arts programs, and several other
activities intended to promote
extracurricular social and moral

Operation safe schools
By Curtis Oakley
Contributing Writer
Over the last several years school
shootings have been occur much more
frequently and I feel there needs to be
more action taken to take steps toward
making schools a safer society for the
children. More and more of these cases
have been headlining the media because
it’s becoming a bigger problem for many
reasons in my eyes. Those reasons for
school shootings are bullying, video games
and gun control. On October 24th, in
a high school in Washington state five
teenagers have tragically lost their lives
in result of a school shooting. 15 year old
Jaylen Fryberg opened fire and killed 5
kids in his Marysville-Pilchuck high school
lunchroom. In the nation’s most recent
history we have heard of shootings such
as the ones in Newton, Connecticut and
Chardon, Ohio. Bullying has also become
an increasing problems in today’s schools.
Kids are cruel to one another and it is
ending in a retaliation against the bully’s.

Constant verbal abuse and physical abuse
can take its toll on children. In a quote by
Cat Cora she states, “Bullying is killing
our kids. Being different is killing our kids
and the kids who are bullying are dying

inside. We have to save our kids whether
they are bullied or they are bullying. They
are all in pain.” These children may not
feel that they have anyone in their corner

or that they have no support, a sense of
aloneness and the one thing that they are
starting to turn to is violence. As they turn
to violence, they have already been preexposed to violent culture that these new
age video games provide for our youth.
Violent videos games adapt young children to the idea of robbing, shooting and
killing targets. It is way too easy for these
type of games to end up in the hands of
teenagers. Games like Grand Theft Auto,
Gears of War and Call of Duty is giving
the children experience with guns, knives
and other weapons making them feel that
is ok to carry out violent actions without
worrying about the repercussions of those
actions as if they were playing Grand Theft
Auto in the real world. The games of this
sorts are so popular amongst kids of very
young ages in today’s society. Video games
do make kids more violent! Now that they
are more experienced with guns because
of the games mentioned before, kids are
starting to go out and purchases guns
more easily as times goes on. Although
the legal age to purchase a rifle is 18 and
21 for a handgun, kids are still getting

learning. Each of these cuts has a
strong potential to keep students
from creative outlets, physical
stimulation, and options for
discovering specific interests
through experimenting with
diverse topics.
Other areas necessary for
the growth of students that are
greatly overshadowed due to the
power of standardized testing are
subjects such as history and the
sciences (since the tests will only
cover language arts and math)
also the use and understanding
of literature are overshadowed
since the tests focus almost solely
on being able to answer questions
quickly and correctly.
Although math and
language arts are necessities
in a curriculum, subjects
such as science and history
provide options for children
to experiment with their
potential interests in life. It is
evident however that, in reality,
nothing truly beneficial to the
development of a student can
be gained from the taking of
standardized tests, besides the
improvement of their ability to
answer questions on a test.
Given the immeasurable
abundance of information
on standardized testing, it is
evident that its ability to improve
education is simply a myth. Not
only do such tests inhibit the
growth of students and cause
massive amounts of stress in
educators and students, but
they also provide inhibitors for
creative outlets, individuality,
and opportunity.
Several students, educators,
researchers, parents, and
the media have presented
numerous concerns and negative
experiences related to the usage
of standardized tests. Therefore
in the name of improving
educational quality, standardized
testing should be completely
removed from schools. When
discussing the controversial topic
of standardized testing always
remember the wise words of
Albert Einstein “Not everything
that counts can be counted
and not everything that can be
counted counts.”

their hands on them. America could have
stricter gun laws. Laws that would be more
strict on who we let buy guys, laws that
would carry heavier punishment for those
caught illegally possessing guns and other
laws that would change the minds of those
taking part in the gun trade. Kids can go
out onto the streets today and purchase a
gun to carry out these school shootings.
These shootings are being carried out by
14, 15 and 16 year olds and one of my biggest questions is how are they getting their
hands on these firearms in the first place.
All of these things have contributed to
the school shooting problems brewing in
America. Not only do we have to find solutions to the bullying, video games and gun
laws aspect of the problem because finding
an overall solution will not be an easy task,
being an outlet troubled or angry children
to express themselves and feel comfortable
opposed to violence will be a viable answer
to help this situation. The kids of today are
our future, which is why we must improve
on keeping them safe in places where there
should be a high sense of safety.
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Bryant Said What?!

The ‘like’ generation
By Danielle Peracchio
Contributing Writer
You are what you like. Social media platforms
such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram have
features that allow you to like and share content of
your friends, bloggers and celebrities. By liking and
sharing content you are putting yourself out there
and telling people what you are interested in. In this
social media-obsessed world, if you do not receive
enough likes on a certain picture or tweet, you will
see it as your followers not responding to it and may
even remove it from your page.
When you like something on social media, it
instantly becomes a part of your identity to the
people looking at your profile. You are branding
yourself and giving approval to companies saying,
“Yes, I approve this content.” Yes, you like it because

maybe it is your favorite show or genre of music,
but what social media users don’t initially see is that
you are now a marketer for that brand. When you
like a certain piece of content on the web the brand
itself will then be able to track your every move and
be able to assess your interest further than just their
company.
Our generation gives a fascinating look into a
world where Retweets, Likes and other online endorsements have become social currency, producing
a new breed of consultants unabashedly seeking to
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take the risk out of public opinion. So while there’s
a case to be made for the democratizing aspects of
the social-media revolution potentially destroying
some of those barriers created to block access for
the users, sometimes that just amounts to a fancy
way of pimping out kids, even if they’re willing
participants.
These social mediums are giving teenagers, like
me, a chance to be a part of this game. Web personalities can create a viral effect by cross-pollinating
their subscriber or fan bases, until the act of getting
noticed becomes a marketable end unto itself. Some
teens such as Tyler Oakley, a YouTube personality,
has made his living by becoming a front runner in
this social media game. In the beginning, he posted
random videos about his daily activities to keep in
touch with his friends while away at college. And
then he got noticed.
Now, Tyler is a famous YouTube star that has
built his brand off of subscribers that just like what
he has to say. In the media world, the currency of
likes can change into actual currency and for Tyler
that is exactly what happened. He now has multiple
endorsements and sponsors and is considered an
expert in the social media world. In my mind, he
is being exploited; he is just a walking and talking
billboard for companies trying to get their name out
there.
Kids all over the country are trying to become a
part of this process of becoming famous on social
media. They will post videos of themselves acting
inappropriate, moronic and overall just embarrassing themselves. Some teenage girls post pictures of
themselves half naked and are damaging themselves
to get noticed. But for what? A couple of more likes
or tweets to possibly get you noticed?
Not everyone who posts videos or pictures will
become like Tyler. When will we, the young people
of this generation, figure out that our every retweet,
like, and share for big brand products isn’t solely an
expression of self, but part of a scrupulous plan by
marketers to sell their products.
I am a part of this problem as well, I am a
teenager who flourishes off of sharing things that
interest me and what makes me, me. The platforms
on which teenagers are spending their time… are
embedded with values that we may not be fully
aware of.

Compiled by Bryant Students
“I’ll wear green and say I live in the earth”
“ No, did I type sexy?! Noooooooo, I don’t even like
him.”
“Is it socially acceptable to bring my blanket to the
library?”
“Leggings are now business casual, oh yay.”
“He added me on LinkedIn, so yeah we’re dating.”

Profit and Loss
Thanksgiving break is right around the
corner!
Up Til’ Dawn was a huge success! Thank
you to everyone who participated.

Semester projects are due? Oh...

Finals are coming up quick

Fame is a very much double-edged sword
By Samantha Moore
Contributing Writer
“Fame is a very much double-edged sword.” - Kevin Bacon.
Although the footloose maniac was speaking on behalf of stars, including himself,
fame transcends Hollywood. Today, fame can be found almost everywhere. Among other
venues, fame is prominent in the world of sports. There are good and bad aspects that
come from it. More times than not, the media focuses on the infamy in sports. In some
cases, the indignity in sports is beaten like a dead horse. In the past year, infamy has
plagued the world of sports to no end.
The most notorious case of bad behavior in sports this year was Ray Rice. On February 15th, 2014, Rice and his newlywed wife, Janay, were arrested on assault charges in
Revel Casino in Atlantic City. At that point in the case, there was little information. A
month later, the charges were upped to aggravated assault and Rice was indicted. Over
the course of five months, Rice had court dates, attended hearings with the National
Football League (NFL), and ultimately was suspended for two games.
The case faced a curveball when more video surveillance was released. In this video,
Rice was shown arguing with his wife in the elevator. After some moments of quarreling,
Rice knocked her out with a punch. After the release of the video, mayhem arose; the
Baltimore Ravens suspended Rice indefinitely, and he lost major endorsements with Nike
and EA Sports. Although there is doubt in the handling of the case by the NFL, Rice still
committed the crime and became an infamous figure. Along with charges against Rice,
the NFL is under strife for their involvement and handling of the case. Rice will have
an appeal hearing this week with the NFL and whatever the verdict, Rice will always be
known for assaulting his girlfriend (now his wife).
With recent news and player charges, the NFL has been taking the brunt of being a
league of criminals, but they are not the only sport association with issues of misconduct.
In recent events, Los Angeles Kings Defenseman Slava Voynov was arrested for domestic violence charges on October 20th. Due to the charges, the National Hockey League
(NHL) has suspended him from all league activities until there is a formal investigation.
Voynov’s bail was set at $50,000 which he has posted. The 24 year old has a court date set
for December 1st and will not be allowed back on this ice until his case is resolved.
It seems that news coverage and media content is more focused on the wrongdoing
of athletes while there are still an abundant number of players focusing on making the
world a better place. An exemplary figure in this regard is Travis Hamonic. He currently
plays defense for the New York Islanders in the NHL. To many, Hamonic is just a young
player with a lot of potential. However, Hamonic’s story is deeper than his career in
hockey.
At the age of 10, Hamonic lost his father to a massive heart attack. Losing his father
at such an early age impacted Hamonic and continuously impacts how he lives life every
day. He has been able to take such tragedy and turn it into something meaningful. At
every home game, Hamonic invites children who have lost parents to watch the Islanders

play. After each game, he meets each child, takes them on a tour of the locker room and
signs multiple autographs for them. He also offers support and advice for the children
who are going through the losses. Having gone through all of the trauma from his father’s death, Hamonic tries to shed light and knowledge on children in similar situations.
Travis may be known for his fame in hockey, but he will be remembered for his generosity and his giving back to others.
Similar to Hamonic, other NHL players are giving back to their prospective communities. In local news, Boston Bruins players dressed up as characters from the critically
acclaimed Disney movie Frozen recently as they met and greeted ill children at Boston
Children’s Hospital. Kevin Miller, Matt Fraser, Matt Bartkowski, Seth Griffith, Torey
Krug, and Dougie Hamilton dressed as the main characters of the hit film as they met
the children. The players surprised patients with candy in their rooms. On top of that,
the Bruins stars even sang songs from the movie, such as Idina Menzel’s “Let it Go.”
These athletes are using their fame to make for a better world. This Halloween visit
has become a tradition for the Bruins; each year the athletes dress in costume to visit new
children. Although shown on local Boston news channels, it seems that even the Bruins
cannot compete with sports coverage of the University of North Carolina fake course
scandal and Ray Rice. Fortunately children still look up to athletes, and athletes, such as
the Bruin’s players, are the reason that they are still able to do so. Even if they aren’t making the front page, the Bruins have made a positive impact on lives.
Why is it that media will put a criminal athlete on the front page over a charitable
athlete? News coverage provides society with terrible events rather than uplifting events
and acts of kindness. The NFL, NHL, MLB, and NBA are comprised of charitable, wholesome, grateful, and warmhearted people, yet we rarely hear about them. A handful of
scandals are branding sports teams, but is our society’s obsession with crime the real
scandal?

Ray Rice pictured above
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Japan’s most influential movie: Seven Samuri
By Shayan Ushani
Staff Writer
With a running time of 207 minutes, many viewers may be turned off by this film,
but you should not let it affect your decision in watching this movie. It is so enjoyable
that you will have wished it was longer, like after reading a good book. This highly
influential production has changed the film industry forever. The great number of
western viewers should signify how great this film is. It has been on many lists for being
the greatest film of all time, and received praise from critics like Roger Ebert.

‘Despite violence being a recurrent theme of Kurosawa’s...
violence is not the focus of the movie. A subtler theme is when
he works with weather, and in Seven Samurai, nature and the
seasons.’

Akira Kurosawa is the mastermind behind this brilliant film. After having his
directorial debut in 1943, Kurosawa’s Seven Samurai was released 11 years later in
1954. In his entire career spanning 57 years, Kurosawa has directed 30 films. Working
with a budget of around $4.4 million (adjusted for inflation), it is amazing what he
accomplished in the 1950s.
For those of you not familiar with his astounding work, Kurosawa demonstrates
recurring themes. Violence is the biggest one, as his films depict fighting. Despite
violence being a recurrent theme of Kurosawa’s, and being depicted in Seven Samurai,
violence is not the focus of the movie. A subtler theme is his work with weather, and in
Seven Samurai, nature and the seasons.
This is particularly evident in the last scene, a great, final battle occurring during
a heavy downpour. Kurosawa has many admirers including Steven Spielberg, Francis
Ford Coppola, and Martin Scorsese. In fact, Steven Spielberg watches four films to
prepare him to direct a new film: Lawrence of Arabia, It’s a Wonderful Life, The
Searchers, and Seven Samurai.

higher power, and samurais to be honorable.
The biggest focus of this film is not with fighting, but with bonds. The film
encompasses a variety of relationships from two young people in love to samurais and
farmers having to work together. Conflict with self seems to be a focus of the film as
well. Kikuchiyo is a samurai who overcompensates. He has the largest sword in the
film, boasts about how strong he is, and his dilemma is that he was born on a farm.
After projection, the fact becomes clear to the other samurai who continue to accept
him as one of them, despite making some mean jokes.
Kikuchiyo seems to be one of the sources of comedic relief too. His quirky behavior

‘You will feel as if you are actually there, and not in the act of
watching a movie. Following little mannerisms like Kambei’s
frequent rubbing of his newly bald head, to the shaking
screams of farmers, the actors will definetly impress you.’

The story revolves, as you may have guessed, around seven samurai in the year 1587.
The plot employs cinematography techniques, despite being black and white, which
help the viewer enter a world constructed by Kurosawa. The story starts with bandits
stealing a small farming village’s harvest. The farmers are left devastated, only to have
a noble samurai change their lives forever. Kambei takes it as his responsibility to
help these devastated farmers. In the process, he trains the farmers and assembles six
samurai to prevent the impending attack by the bandits at the time of the next harvest.
You will feel as if you are actually there, and not in the act of watching a movie.
Using little mannerisms like Kambei’s frequent rubbing of his newly bald head to
the shaking screams of farmers, the actors will definitely impress you. What is most
noble about the samurais is that they offer to do the job for no compensation. Each
character plays his role in a society of a different era. Farmers being exploited by men of

will leave the audience laughing at moments that seem inappropriate, but he still holds
the ability to leave a viewer crying in another scene. What blew me away was the full
comprehensive knowledge Kurosawa must have had regarding military tactics. They
were portrayed as historically correct and were very innovative, something that could
actually work outside of the movie given the situation. The movie’s soundtrack was very
simple, but very effective. In climactic moments I could feel my heartbeat synced up
with the beats of a drum.
Seven Samurai is a perfect depiction of a society with seemingly real relationships. I
could watch the movie over and over again, given the time. One complaint I have is that
Kurosawa uses too many outlets for comedic relief, but it is understandable in hindsight
with such a long and heavy film. Also, I believe he specifically overused the dim
lighting on half of a face in times of deep conversation to emphasize its importance.
The film was the first to use the iconic shot of an army coming into view from a
hilltop. I do not recommend this film to all. I only recommend it to the viewers who
have the depth to understand what a brilliant film this is and not be bored. If you find
yourselves entertained mostly by movies that have big explosions, fast cars, and some
corny relationship between a guy and a girl who was cast so obviously for her looks,
then I advise you not to watch the film. If you go on to watch and like this film, I
additionally recommend Ran, also directed by Kurosawa much later, in 1985.

This movie received 5 out of 5 Bulldogs
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Frosted animal
sugar cookies
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Winter s’mores
made at home

By Kelsie Hollenbeck
Staff Writer

By Chandler Palmieri
Contributing Writer

A cookie inside of a cookie…talk about a sugar rush! I am hoping you didn’t
forget about those Keebler Frosted Animal Cookies your parents used to pack
in your lunch bag back in the day, because this recipe sure didn’t. Every bite
incorporates a melt-in-your-mouth sugar cookie, as well as a crunchy, sweet animal
cookie. If you’re looking for a little blast from the past, these cookies are it. Why
not throw in this unique, colorful addition to spice up those bland sugar cookies?
But I am warning you…you may need to buy a few extra bags of the Keebler Frosted
Animal Cookies when making this recipe, because the bag may be empty before
you even get a chance to add them to your sugar cookie mix. Addiction may be their
worst side effect, but just the look of them makes you see their bright side.
Ingredients:
•
2 and 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
•
1 teaspoon baking soda
•
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
•
1 cup butter, softened
•
1 1/2 cups white sugar
•
1 egg
•
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
•
3 to 3 1/2 cups Keebler Frosted Animal Cookies, roughly crushed
Directions:
1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees F (190 degrees C).
2. In a small bowl, mix together flour, baking soda, and baking powder. Set aside.
3. In a large bowl, stir together the butter and sugar until smooth.
4. Beat in egg and vanilla.
5. Gradually blend in the dry ingredients.
6. Stir in the animal cookie chunks/crumbs.
7. Roll rounded heaping tablespoons of dough into balls and place onto
ungreased cookie sheets.
8. Bake 8 to 10 minutes in the preheated oven, or until golden.
9. Let stand on cookie sheet two minutes before removing to cool on wire racks.

It’s around this time when we’re missing summer and summer nights, as well
as being with our friends from home and our families. This recipe will help us
reminisce and keep us warm on these cold winter-like nights. This treat is perfect for
a get-together with some friends or a late night snack after studying for a huge exam!
Ingredients:
• 2 tablespoons of butter
• 1 whole wheat tortilla
• ½ cup of Nutella Spread
• ½ cup of marshmallows (preferably minis)
Optional:
• ½ cup of crushed nuts
Directions:
Melt the butter in the pan. Spread the Nutella on one side of the tortilla leaving
about ½ inch at the ends. Place the tortilla, Nutella side up, in the frying pan.
Sprinkle marshmallows and nuts on one half of the tortilla. Now fold over the
tortilla with spatula and press to flatten tortilla. Fry for 1 minute then flip sides until
golden. Place s’more on plate. Optional: Drizzle Nutella and nuts over s’more. Let
cool for 1 minute. Enjoy!

An American classic: cowboy boots
still riding high in the saddle
By Bethany Ao
MCT Campus
Boot trends come and go every fall – over-theknee, ankle, combat, wedges – but one boot remains,
impervious to passing fads: the cowboy boot.
The cowboy boot entered mainstream fashion
beginning in the 1940s and 1950s, when actors like Roy
Rogers glamorized cowboys onscreen. Its popularity has
ebbed and flowed since then (John Travolta, the star of
“Urban Cowboy,” could be called the Roy Rogers of the
1980s), but has never gone out of style. And in the last
10 years, the cowboy boot has experienced a new boom
especially among women.
Wade Allen, the owner of The Bull Chute Western
Wear in Raleigh, says for years now he has been selling
more boots to women than to men.
“I never would’ve predicted that 60 to 70 percent of
my boot sales would be from selling ladies’ boots,” he
said. “It’s become a fashion staple in people’s closets.
It started when these suburban moms got into cowboy
boots about 10 years ago and turned them into a
fashion statement. Since then, younger generations have
embraced the boot as well.”
Durham, N.C., fashion blogger Chanell Mitchell, 31,
has embraced boots since she was 4, when she’d try out
her father’s tan Justins. Now she buys her own and she’s
partial to vintage.
“Some of my favorite brands have been making boots
since long before I was born,” she said. “I recommend a
resole and a good Doctor Scholls insert, since most used
boots will be worn in and loved. ... I used to buy vintage
and burn them out and move on to a new pair, but now I
resole them.”
Mitchell currently has three pairs in rotation they’re
tan, black and white. On her blog, 3 Fs to Live By (
3fstoliveby.com), she writes that cowboy boots have
answered a lot of her fashion dilemmas, and she poses
for photos in various outfits with a pair of Nocona White

Calf boots.
Her favorite way to wear boots? “I love a super pointy
black cowboy boot with leggings and a white tunic or
denim Chambray Shirt, with gold bangles and a simple
gold necklace,” she said.
Allen says his customers also choose outfits that
highlight the boot.
“Most wear their boots with dresses, skirts, shorts or
over skinny jeans to show off the boot,” he said. “Guys
just wear them under jeans.

“A man buys a pair of boots because he needs them,”
Allen said. “A woman buys a pair of boots because she
wants them.”
Designed in the mid-1800s by boot makers for
ranchers, the cowboy boot features an underslung heel
and high boot shaft, which protected the cowboy’s feet
and kept them in stirrups while riding horses.
On the day of this year’s first North Carolina State
football game, local sports radio personality Joe Ovies
tweeted, “As I walk up to Carter-Finley (Stadium), a
couple thoughts. 1) Cowboy boots are still a thing ...”
Yes, they are. Even in the heat of August, all across the
stadium young women were decked out in cowboy boots
and short dresses.
In fact, Allen said many college girls pick up their
boots at his store specifically for football games. He even
carries cowboy boots branded with college logos just for
that.

Larry Denny of Raleigh, who sells cowboy boots at
his booth at the Raleigh Flea Market at the N.C. State
Fairgrounds, sees the same trend. “A lot of college girls
come and get cowboy boots from me,” Denny said. “The
sales are best in the fall.”
Sales of used cowboy boots have been so good that
Denny has started focusing on those at his booth. He
buys his boots for as little as possible from yard sales
and thrift stores, but he said sometimes his friends bring
them to him. His prices range from $20 to $100 a pair.
“I have boots made from snakeskin or alligator skin,”
he said.
Cowboy boots also feature a variety of toe shapes _
pointed, square and round. Allen said that most men go
for the rounded toe, and women prefer pointed or square
toes.
“The pointed toe actually has no practical use,” he
said. “I recommend the square toes to horseback riders,
but the pointed toe is just a fashion statement.”
Arlene Goldstein, vice president of trend
merchandising and fashion direction for Belk, said
cowboy boots pair well with frilly dresses and shorts
because they add an unexpected edge to a feminine
outfit.
“To me, the Western boot is almost like leggings.
It’s become sort of a classic in the South,” she said. “It
definitely hasn’t gone away and has an amazing amount
of staying power.”
Allen doesn’t think the popularity of the cowboy boot
will wane.
“There have always been certain aspects of the
Western industry that are really trendy. But when trends
come and go, certain things stay and become staples,”
Allen said.
“Cowboy boots have become a staple, like worn jeans
are. I think it’s because it’s Americana. Because of that, I
can really see them being around forever.”
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By Shayan Ushani
Staff Writer

Crossword of the week: miscellaneous
By Shayan Ushani
Staff Writer

Across
3. Flattest state
5. The Little Prince’s drawing of a boa constrictor digesting an elephant
was mistaken for a
8. Samurai honor suicide
9. Performing artist/s of the 21st century’s bestselling album
10. Turkish currency
12. Highest grossing director
13. Company that owns YouTube
14. Top of a baby bottle
15. Whiskey is to Irish as … is to the Japanese

Answers to last weeks ‘Pysch’ Crossword:
1. Freud
2. Dissociative identity disorder
3. Phobophobia
4. Dopamine
5. Down syndrome
6. Kohlberg
7. Rapid Eye Movement
8. Electroconvulsive
9. Amnesia

10. B.F. Skinner
11. Jean Piaget
12. Anomia
13. Project MKUltra
14. Schizophrenia
15. Caffeine
16. Hippocrates
17. Wundt
18. Study of the soul
19. Meyer-Briggs
20. Amphetamine

Down
1. Duck billed mammal that lays eggs
2. Borat’s home country
4. Most visited not American website
6. … bubble occurring around 2000, over the internet industry
7. Time delay caused by flying over time zones
11. Greek god associated with healing & medicine
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Sports Clips Salon
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SPECIAL!
For some time now, Bryant students have been in search of a reliable, yet
affordable, place to go for a haircut. There are not too many barbershops around,
and franchises like Supercuts lack the personal feel that local barbers have. Sport
Clips, a franchised haircutting salon, has been able to create a nationwide presence
while still creating that personal experience for the customer. The owner can often
be found at the local Lincoln location. He is an extremely friendly businessman
and passionate sports fan, and can even be found rooting for the Bulldogs at home
games. Other barbershops offer a standard haircut, with no additional amenities
to increase value for the customer. Extra services are what give Sport Clips a
competitive advantage in the hair cutting business.
Sport Clips is known for their fan acclaimed MVP services that tend to be quite
popular among loyal customers. The MVP package includes additional services
beyond just a traditional haircut. Their talented stylists cut your hair to your
liking, while you enjoy watching something on the large flat screen television
directly in front of you. Once your hair is cut and styled, it’s time to “hit the
showers”, or in other words the shampoo room. The lovely stylist will bring you
into the back room and place you in a vibrating massage chair. Not only do they
then put your feet up, but also place a hot steaming towel over your face for added
relaxation. While lying in a vibrating massage chair with a hot towel on your face,
the hair stylist begins to massage your scalp and shampoo. The best part is the
refreshing tea tree shampoo that they use. It induces a vibrant tingling action that
is undeniable. Before this process ends, the stylist massages your scalp to increase
relaxation. The MVP options do not end there! After your hair is washed, and you
are fully relaxed, youare brought back to your seat that you got your hair cut in.
From there, the stylist uses an electronic vibrating back massager to loosen the
muscles and tightness in your shoulders and back. If this isn’t top-notch service,
then I don’t know what is. Whether you get the MVP service, or just a traditional
haircut, the Sport Clips team invites you to come back as many times as you’d
like to get your neck and side burns trimmed before you return for your next full
haircut. This is a great way to keep your hair looking fresh for longer. They also
use a variety of different promotional items to offer haircut discounts almost every
time you come in. Their daily deal is $2 off a haircut for all Bryant students unless
another promotion offers a larger discount.
Sport Clips is able to attract loyal customers, as well as create a competitive
advantage, through the use of their MVP service. The MVP service, in addition to
their beautiful layout, friendly and talented employees, and comfortable
environment, makes Sport Clips the perfect spot to get your haircut. I know I will
be back there for my next haircut.
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